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Alternatives 27 (2002), 99-115 

Postcolonialism 
in an Age of Globalization: 

Opening International Relations 
Theory to Identities in Movement 

Brian McCormack  

The point of theory, it seems, is to attempt to stop time, perhaps as 
if it as a dependent variable, and assemble the disparate elements 
of understanding into statements, or even a statement - or even a 
single ord - that theorists ould hope ould capture the move- 
ment of the moment. Today, at this moment of global movement, 
e are assembled to reflect on our currency ith and for one an- 

other. Many of us have attempted to stake a claim to having 
achieved perhaps the ultimate act of theorizing the movement of 
our moment by pronouncing the one ord, globalization, that ac- 
complishes the task of theory.1 The ord is effective since it seems 
to strike a responsive chord in all of us. In fact, the ord is more 
than this: globalization is a name that is both proper and common. 

ach of us names globalization as a proper noun that is beyond 
criti ue ( e all kno  hat globalization is) because it enfolds ithin 
it an entire universe of possibility. e also name globalization as 
common nouns, sub ect to interpretation - to translation according 
to our presumably diverse languages of theory. e name globaliza- 
tion as if it is beyond uestion, and as if it is sub ect to uestion. 
Globalization says more than the name, ust as it says, uite simply, 
the name.2 The difficulty that ensues from naming globalization is 
that the conflict bet een the universality of the proper noun and the 
particularity of the common nouns that come of our interpretations 
(our translations) bears a double in unction: e are constrained by 
the argued-for sovereignty of the name and, presumably, liberated by 
the essential contestations that each of us brings to the name.3 
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100 Postcolonialism in an Age of Globalization 

Another recently named phenomenon that has begun to oc- 
cupy an albeit lo er place in the pantheon of theoretical names is 
postcolonialism. Like globalization, postcolonialism also encom- 
passes a very ide range of theoretical considerations. It is also sub- 
ect to the double imperative of naming. But the t o ords/names - 
globalization and postcolonialism - are made to occupy different places 
in our theoretical pantheon. One could argue that postcolonialism 
and globalization suggest alternate categories of identity construc- 
tion and maintenance. A theorist of globalization might, for e am- 
ple, point to blurred boundaries in hich virtual reality and free 
markets transcend the space of the idea of sovereignty. A theorist of 
postcolonialism might point to ongoing colonialist practices that 
blur boundaries in hich past histories are in confluence ith cur- 
rent postcolonial conditions to transcend the time of the idea of 
sovereignty. 

If one assumes the incommensurability of the t o concepts - 
the t o names - on the basis of different categories of analysis, one 
should also ackno ledge the need to assume their commensura- 
bility on similar themes  for e ample, of sovereignty. Both global- 
ization and postcolonialism are transcendent  of a third name: sover- 
eignty. If e try to make sense of globalization or postcolonialism, e 
can apparently do so only in terms of the current limits of discourse. 

Parado ically, ho ever, the neologisms of the present (global- 
ization and postcolonialism, for e ample) are conceivable only in 
terms of the neologisms of the past. Sovereignty is only one of those 
ancient neologisms that have come to constitute our current 
thinking : po er, movement, authority, anarchy, agency, order, norms, 
and so on - these, too, are our guides. The result can be as limiting 
as the content that one might assign to those names through defi- 
nition, or as illuminating as the potentially endless contestations 
that those names recommend. I. shall ant to recommend the illu- 
mination of contestation over the limitation of definition. Rather 
than proceed, as theorists all too often do, by straining to simplify 
or mitigate contestations, I elcome and encourage those con- 
testations and recommend that the radical democratization of 
the names e give to global life should become the central task 
of theory.  

Naming and Catachresis 

If the task of theory is to open itself to the movement of democra- 
tic naming, as I argue it to be, rather than to capture the movement 
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of the moment, then before proceeding further I ant to clarify 
hat naming entails. Naming can be understood according to t o 

biblical metaphors: the Babelian and the Adamic. Babelian naming 
derives from the story of the To er of Babel. As Jac ues errida 
e plains the story,5 the Shems, ho anted to make a name for 
themselves, began ork on a to er that ould reach into the heav- 
ens. God, offended by the Shems  audacity, halted the construction 
and renamed the to er and the city Babel and the Shem people, 
Babelians - names that have come to mean (through translation 
into many languages), confusion.  This naming is in effect a dou- 
ble in unction on the people of Babel to name Babel as a proper 
noun, hich, as it happens, is the name of God the ather (Ba 
means father, and / means God),  and to translate that name be- 
cause they have been condemned by God to a multiplicity of lan- 
guages. errida e plains that this double in unction - to translate 
and not to translate the proper, sovereign name - is at ork in 
every proper name : 

On the one hand, don t translate me, that is, respect me as a 
proper name, respect my la  of the proper name hich stands 
over and above all languages. And, on the other hand, translate 
me, that is, understand me, preserve me ithin the universal lan- 
guage, follo  my la , and so on. This means that the division of 
the proper name insofar as it is the division of God - in a ord, 
insofar as it divides God himself - in some ay provides the par- 
adigm for this ork of the proper name.7 

In other ords, the proper name is both untranslatable and it 
must be translated, but translation can occur only ithin the rules 
of translation: anything that does not appear ithin the proper 
name, and ithin the capacity for translation afforded by the mul- 
tiplicity of languages at the disposal of the people of Babel, is con- 
sidered to be beyond translation, sub ect to e clusion. The rules of 
Babelian naming include the rule of e clusion, hich enables 
translation to occur as it denies the parado ical necessity of those 
e clusions to the act of naming. orgetting the parado  depoliti- 
cizes the process as it depoliticizes the people ho are affected by 
e clusion. The name (the heading ) is split,  as errida e - 
plains.8 In other ords, the proper name is al ays already unfi ed 
and unstable. It is al ays already sub ect to contestation. The con- 
nection to postcolonialism and globalization as names given by theo- 
rists to the movement of the moment should be clear. But the on- 
going contestations become an obstacle that can be opposed only 
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through another sort of naming that one finds in the Adamic 
metaphor - the originary source of naming. here Babelian nam- 
ing describes contestation, Adamic naming is a process of refusing 
the problem of Babelian naming and positing the name as not 
being sub ect to uestion. Both pro ects depoliticize the sub ects of 
naming. 

As ith the split heading  of Babelian naming, Adamic nam- 
ing (again a biblical metaphor) can be argued as being open to 
contestation. Adamic naming, ho ever, can also be interpreted, as 
izek prefers, as bearing closure. Butler e plains this closure in her 

criti ue of izek s appropriation of ripke s notion of the rigid 
designator. 9 Not content ith hat he vie s as the e cess of de- 
construction, izek argues that the name, hich he ackno ledges 
is a site of contestation in hat he calls phantasmic investment,  
ants to avoid the problem of dissolving identity into a net ork of 

non-substantial, differential relations. 10 To this end, he argues 
ith ripke, hose idea of the rigid designator enables a fi ing of 

reference. izek parts company ith errida and Butler (and me) 
hen he grafts ripkean rigid designation onto the Lacanian 
real,  hich stands outside reality as a threat of unintelligibility. 

The effect of ripke s rigid designator, ho ever, is to engage in 
hat errida calls citation, the reiteration of the divine process of 

naming. 11 
As ith Babelian naming, Adamic naming (upon hich ripke 

bases his notion of the rigid designator) re uires an initial nomi- 
nation. The difference is that the Adamic metaphor describes a 
process of cross-generational learning. ollo ing the primal bap- 
tism  of Adamic naming, each generation imparts upon the ne t 
the fact of the initial nomination. This chain of communication  
fi es not only the name but also each member of a naming com- 
munity ho agrees to the reiterative process and the continuation 
of the chain of communication. This chain bears an unfortunate 
side effect that not only contradicts the name as a site of phantas- 
mic investment but also undermines the potential of catachresis. 
As Butler points out, ho ever, By virtue of the very reiterability of 
the name - the necessity that the name be reiterated in order to 
name, to fi  its referent - the  risk of catachresis is continually re- 
produced. 12 erein lies the contradiction of rigid designation and 
the connection to Babelian naming, as errida understands it. Cat- 
achresis is the threat of the improper use of a proper name, as 
hen (in ripke s famous e ample) one gives the name Napoleon 

to one s pet aardvark. The threat of this improper naming makes 
evident the continual risk of catachresis that the name already bears 
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ith it. But catachresis is made to disappear under rigid designa- 
tion. The negation of catachresis is precisely the sort of thing that 
one encounters in political theory that is satisfied ith the neolo- 
gisms of the past. i ing the name is necessary, but the necessity of 
fi ing reveals the threat of catachresis - that threat that is al ays al- 
ready under ay in every proper name. The communicative chain 
of reiterability ould be unnecessary ithout the threat. Rather 
than sublimate the parado  of naming, I ant to argue for its cen- 
trality as the means by hich people can invest themselves in nam- 
ing. Conscious of the parado , I ant to argue, in speaking of the 
apparently rigid designators globalization and postcolonialism, that 
they are more than simply receptacles of izekian phantasmic in- 
vestment - receptacles of contestation that are guided by rigid des- 
ignation. Butler s e ample is useful: 

To understand omen  as a permanent site of contest ... is to 
presume that there can be no closure on the category and that, 
for politically significant reasons, there ought never to be. That 
the category can never be descriptive is the very condition of its 
political efficacy. In this sense, hat is lamented as disunity and 
factionalization from the perspective of the descriptivist ideal 

hich, I ould add, informs izek s naming  is affirmed by the 
anti-descriptivist perspective as the open and democratizing po- 
tential of the category.13 

I advocate naming that does not simply follo  the rules of 
translation (Babelian double in unction and Adamic citability). 
Neither encourages the radical democratization of naming that al- 
ready is under ay in the names that theorists give to political life 
because names are all too often depoliticized as rigid designators 
that bear only the limited understanding that our discourses seem 
to permit. Instead, the radical democratization of naming enables 
IR theorists to open themselves to the movement of catachresis, 
hich is al ays already available as the resource of thinking in ne  
ays, of thinking through the neologisms of the present by inter- 

rogating the neologisms of the past. 

auntology and the ntrepreneurial Spirit 

Both globalization and postcolonialism appear in theory as names for 
diverse human activity: culture, economy, politics, and history are all 
categories  by hich theorists have approached their global and 

postcolonial theoretical tasks. In fact, by fusing these names ith 
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theoretical categories, globalization and postcolonialism them- 
selves become categories. As a result, they are made simply to be 
sites of contestation. Regardless of the dispersion of categorical re- 
flection, the point of contestation bet een the t o names seems to 
center on their opposition. On the one hand, globalization tran- 
scends geopolitical space, hile postcolonialism adheres to it. In one 
such argument, postcolonialism is the resistant, and corrective, 
hauntology for globalization. The problem ith this argument is in 
the dialectical separation of the postcolonial state and globaliza- 
tion, as if there as sufficient distinction bet een the t o to locate 
postcolonialism as the erridean-cum-Mar ian spectral figure that 
haunts the living, breathing reality of globalization. 

Such an argument is, of course, lost on anyone ho does not 
grasp the insight of hauntology as a parado ical manifestation of dif- 
f rance. But the argument is also lost ithin itself for its o n essen- 
tialism. One might, instead, recognize the specters ithin both 
postcolonialism and globalization. or e ample, if one argued that 
postcolonial theory contained ithin it a criti ue of sovereignty (to 
return to ust one of our ancient neologisms), ust as theorists of 
globalization argue against sovereignty, the dichotomous thinking 
of dialectical misreadings of erridean hauntology becomes clear. 
Instead, postcolonial theory is sufficiently diverse as to posit alter- 
natives to the grand narrative of sovereignty. I do not refer simply to 
the neocolonial resurgence of hegemonic dominance and national 
resistance. Postcolonial theory more often than not criticizes local  
strategies of domination that are themselves instances of resistance. 
nemies abound in both postcolonialism and globalization. 

To be more specific, on the one hand, Bhabhian hybridity or 
Spivakian negotiations bet een diasporic and cosmopolitan identi- 
ties replicate the dichotomous thinking of a theorist ho argues 
that the postcolonial haunts globalization. On the other hand, one 
can bring from the same field of theory a sense that if all of these 
theorists are transporting neat, estern poststructural thought 
into the muddy, non- estern field of postcoloniality ( ith all its 
heterogeneity), then one can begin to see the e tent of the alter- 
ity of that field. And if one presses further, the simple stories of e - 
clusion and inclusion recommended in a simple rendering of ei- 
ther estern or non- estern critical thinking should be replaced 
ith stories in hich inclusion and e clusion are coterminous (i.e., 

have the same or coincident boundaries ).15 As the divisions of self 
and other, inside and outside, and so on are appropriated by the 
likes of a Bhabha or a Spivak, in order to criti ue those divisions, 
rendering the most po erful non- estern theories of postcolo- 
nialism to be arguably complicit in the division and dependent 
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upon their po er for the sub ect of their criti ue, then the terms 
of the conflict bet een est and non- est are themselves blurred. 

Stories of inside/outside, self/other, inclusion/e clusion are 
all too often made to resonate either upon the presumed divisions 
bet een the est and the non- est or they are made to resonate 
by the implicit grounding of the criti ue of those divisions upon 
the concepts of inside/outside, self/other, and inclusion/e clu- 
sion. One can easily see (if one looks closely) that these terms are 
not divisible - that they are indeed coterminous. In a postcolonial 
globalizing site (if one anted to refer to it as such) such as In- 
donesia, for e ample, there are states ithin states  (Aceh and 
Irian Java, for e ample), cultures ithin cultures  (Solo in Java 
and Batak in Minangkabau, for e ample), and languages ithin 
languages  (Protek in Jakartanese in Indonesian). To the Indone- 
sian e ample here one could add others ( a ai ian sovereignty, 
Central African ethnic genocide, and Native American and Aus- 
tralasian identity conflicts) . 

The postcolonial, like globalization, is part of a movement 
hose underlying character is nothing less than a ar to name. 

The conflicts that one can recognize in either name as being eco- 
nomic, political, cultural, or linguistic are, uite simply, ars to 
name the conte t of conflict. But the ar to name (to name others 
and to name oneself) is not limited to the orld of postcolonial- 
ism  it is prosecuted in the globalization that is also said to define 
our current orld - the movement of our moment. Globalization 
attracts so much current theoretical attention because it is a simple 
(perhaps the simplest) ay of defining the messy and all-too-often 
violent conflict of human interaction. 

The oversimplification by a global economist, ell-versed in the 
free-market debate, ho calls for the elimination of diversity for the 
sake of effective communication (as in the use of nglish as the 
standard of communication in cyberspace), proposing dialectics of 
reason versus passion, unity versus diversity, and cultural and lin- 
guistic homogeneity versus cultural and linguistic chaos.  Those as- 
pects of human life that do not fit ithin the grand design of a rea- 
soned, unified, and homogenous rendering of globalization must 
be submitted in this global economic ordering to accommodation 

ithin it, or, failing that, to being e cluded from consideration. 
Such arguments are the bread and butter of ell-heeled busi- 

ness professors, e-commerce consultants, university administrators, 
city council members, and political candidates ho fall into line in 
the frame ork of the ne  economy.  The characteristic feature of 
the ne  economy is an entrepreneurial spirit, hich, one might say, 
is the guiding hand of all globalizing success stories.1  All grand 
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narratives, ho ever, such as this version of globalization, are 
haunted by their o n e clusions. One could return to a dialectic of 
resistance in hich the same local sites of resistance that haunt post- 
colonial states also haunt globalization. One could easily locate 
pockets of resistance to globalizing forces of homogeneity: protes- 
tors against the orld Trade Organization, NA TA, the U, AP C, 
and so on, as ell as protesters against the corporatization of higher 
education or the transformation of the market to cyberspace. 

But, again, one need not look to estern protesters or to local 
pockets of resistance in non- estern sites to find a specter ithin 
globalization. One need look only to globalization s entrepre- 
neurial spirit  itself to find a specter that haunts globalization. The 
instability of the free market creates an unending stream of in- 
ners and losers (far more losers than inners) . As virtual monopo- 
lization might eventually become the apparent norm of economic 
success ( ust as ith corporate monopolization among such giants 
as on-Mobil and Chevron-Te aco), countless Mom  Pops  
metaphorically (and uite literally) articulate the hauntology of 
globalization. Globalization does not ust put centuries-old cultures 
out of business, it puts itself out of business. The entrepreneurial 
spirit haunts itself. The issue is not simply the posited dichotomy 
bet een globalization and postcolonialism  it is the divisions ithin 
globalization and postcolonialism. 

This point should not be seen in neo-Mar ist dialectical terms. 
I am not positing an argument as simple as that. hat I am saying 
is that any logic that ould claim to contain everything before it is, 
in fact, dispersed by everything before it. Such a conclusion is not, 
by itself, particularly insightful. istory bears considerable evi- 
dence of hat my argument so far is describing. One might say, for 
e ample, that liberalism both generated and undermined British 
hegemony, or that democratic centralism both created and de- 
stroyed Soviet socialism. To e pand on the same logic, I ould say 
that postcolonial and globalization thinking bear the spirits of 
their o n e clusion. If, for e ample, one conceived of the nation 
as the postcolonial telos - that is, that social movement depended 
upon political po er for its raison d tre - one could also point to 
e aggerations of that logic that have occurred in such places as 
Afghanistan, ugoslavia, or Saudi Arabia, for e ample, each ith its 
o n national uncertainty and contradiction. And if, for e ample, 
one conceived of the value of the free market as the telos of global- 
ization, one could also point to a uestion of value in the idening 
gap bet een rich and poor and bet een the gro ing legions of cor- 
poratized university faculty/ administrators and city council members 
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and their slo ly fading counterparts, retreating noncorporatized 
university faculty/administrators and city council members. 

hat one posits ith certainty as either ithin the purvie  of 
postcolonialism or globalization is sub ect to the uncertainty of those 
names. hat is certain in all this, despite particular arguments, is 
that the names that one gives to human interaction today as either 
postcolonial or global ill be - as imperialism, the state, and reli- 
gion ere in the past - sites of contestation, confrontation, and vi- 
olence. If our neologisms of today take the violent path of the neo- 
logisms of the past, e are in for considerable trouble. 

The uestions before us, then, are of considerable importance. 
But the names e posit in response to our uestions, as reflective 
of our understandings of the moment of our movement, should 
not turn on their utility as rigid designators, but rather on their 
value as ongoing sites of phantasmic investment, to say the least, 
and of catachresis, to say the most. Unless e open our theories to 
the possibilities that postcolonialism and globalization invite, e 
ill be bound to repeat the violence of the past.17 If today s neolo- 

gisms depend upon the neologisms of the past, then hat e say 
about postcolonialism and globalization today ill bear heavily 
upon hat can be said about tomorro s neologisms. 

The Catachreses of Postcolonial Thinking 

Let me return to naming to see, if only in schematic terms, ho  e 
might conduct our theoretical contestations over the names post- 
colonialism and globalization. Naming is a ay to come to terms ith 
the strange, the foreign, and all too often the enemy.  If, for e - 
ample, one subsumes the hole of human activity in the name glob- 
alization, then one risks doing violence to the constituent elements 
of that name, including its spectral sources of hauntology. If, on 
the other hand, one names in the irony that naming inevitably pro- 
duces, one is able to entertain the diversity of human alterity upon 
hich naming depends. 

The duty of disciplinary theorists is to define their discipline in 
a discourse that is precise and clear, but only ithin the limits of 
that discourse. A disciplinary discourse is decidedly antidemocra- 
tic. It insists upon the novelty of its limits. Political scientists are as 
susceptible to the logic of discipline as any other adherents to disci- 
pline. If a scholar or practitioner of economics or business performs 
iterations of a single concept - say, the la  of supply and demand - 
then the tradition of citability ithin that discipline becomes 
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ensconced in the re uirements of disciplinary behavior. If, to 
paraphrase Said, an orientalist cites sufficiently the latent oriental- 
ism of centuries of authority, orientalism becomes manifest in a 
orldly discourse of e clusion. Violence is evident in any case, 
hether economic, political, or cultural. 

But the logic of naming according to the rules of disciplinary 
discourse - to the rules of naming, to the mandate of citability - 
need not be understood only in these terms. Opportunities for cat- 
achresis are available ithin the discourses themselves, in the es- 
sential contestations of the terms of those discourses - in the 
names that e assign to our uncertainty. Theorists of postcolonial- 
ism and globalization depend upon the vicissitudes of their o n 
making. aving recognized the limitations of thinking only in 
terms of national-identity formations or of simple economic prin- 
ciples or of cultural and linguistic categories, theorists of postcolo- 
nialism and globalization have already e panded their vocabularies 
into previously uncharted territories. At the most basic level, both 
have engaged the possibility that sovereignty ( hether conceived as 
spatial or temporal) is porous, and that postcolonial political 
processes and global economic processes can, in fact, transcend 
the state. Such epiphanies of thought have re uired catachresis. By 
a similar process, I suggest that all concepts that guide our disci- 
plines become open to the essential contestations upon hich they 
are based. 

Reflect for a moment upon the so-called great debates of the 
IR discipline. ach generation of theorists, it seems, had its o n 
movers and shakers, many of hom later became its mainstream, 
the ob ect of later dissent. Old scholars have posited theories and 
clung to them ust as others have come for ard to e plain the lim- 
itations of those theories. This sort of cyclical activity is not acci- 
dental  nor is it simply a function of professionals ho must have 
something to say in order to preserve themselves and their disci- 
pline. The process is due to the instability in hat they propose. 
efinitions of political reality  are responses to the limitations of 

previous definitions. Those responses dra  upon the events to 
hich their ideas purportedly speak, and they dra  upon the con- 

cepts handed to them by their mentors. In both, theory is bound 
by, and productive of, contingency and uncertainty. One contesta- 
tion is follo ed by another. The communicative chain of reiter- 
ability is preserved. Life goes on. 

But life does not go on as easily or as ustly as it might. e seem 
to have t o options. e might posit definitions  that is, e might 
name global uncertainty in sophisticated and condensed form- 
ulations that seem, increasingly, to mimic ad campaigns (compare 
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bringing the state back in  or the social construction of reality  
ith Al ays Coca Cola  or Just o It ), and that seem to say, once 

and for all, that states are, or that reality is constructed, both of 
hich are variations on the same all-inclusive naming of global 

processes that globalization and postcolonialism purportedly ac- 
complish. In this case, naming dro ns out contestation, subsumes 
it, appropriates it, eliminates it, or forgets it. Alternatively, e 
might name by dra ing attention to contestation, rather than try- 
ing to eliminate or forget it. In short, naming should make possi- 
ble the catachresis that I argue to be the process by hich the 
movement of the moment can continue, and flourish. 

To demonstrate ho  one might envision catachresis, I return 
briefly to Bhabha,18 ho e plains: As ith Guha, my reading ill 
be catachrestic: reading bet een the lines, taking neither him 
Bakhtin  at his ord nor me fully at mine. 19 Bhabhian catachre- 

sis is, perhaps, kno n to many. The name Bhabha itself can often 
evoke as much mystification as it does illumination. Bhabha is 
often criticized for his impenetrable language. espite the mis- 
givings one might have in considering a postcolonial critic such as 
Bhabha, his criti ue is one instance of the sort of criti ue of est- 
ern assumptions that can become a resource for introducing inno- 
vative contestations into current IR theory. Currently, IR theorists 
seem to be happy to multiply levels of analysis (interdependence/ 
comple ity proponents) or to ruminate upon the orn agency/ 
structure debate (structurationists).20 Both of these turn on 
themes of the estern individual acting ithin estern structures. 
Bhabhian (postcolonial) catachreses turn on a less e clusionary 
theme. In effect, postcolonial thinkers pose fundamental and very 
troubling uestions to IR theorists, ho generally ork ith limited 
conceptual languages. 

But, one might point out, postcolonial critics continually cri- 
ti ue one another for their appropriation of hat is labeled as 

estern postmodern thinking. hen Spivak dra s upon errida 
for deconstruction, or hen Said dra s upon oucault for archae- 
ologies of kno ledge, or hen Bhabha dra s upon Lacan for an 
e egesis of the other, they are often accused of duplicity. o , one 
might ask, can they get a ay ith appropriation of estern ideas in 
their non- estern cause  Such a uestion is, of course, ironic be- 
cause it is only really ever asked by postcolonial theorists them- 
selves. In fact, ust this uestion has constituted a considerable part 
of their ork. Just as the ontology of the ( estern) self either im- 
plicitly (and silently) runs through estern IR theory or comes to 
the surface in ork that e amines the issue of agency, for e ample, 
postcolonial theorists onry about the ontology of the non- estern 
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self, ith the added t ist of the effect of continued estern- 
imposed identity through neocolonialist practices. Constructivists 
and scholars of interdependence seem content to let the postcolo- 
nialists argue among themselves. The real  ork of global theory 
need not concern itself ith the impenetrable (catachrestic) dis- 
course of postcolonial (and postmodern) thinking. As ith all mar- 
ginal thought, such thinking can, for mainstream theorists, remain 
marginalized in the third spaces  in hich postcolonial critics 
seem to ant to conduct their debates. 

My point in bringing up (even briefly) the internal debates 
among postcolonial theorists is that conventional mainstream In- 
ternational Relations theoretical approaches to thinking about 
postcolonialism, to the e tent that it is thought about at all, most 
often involves lumping it together as radical thought hose effec- 
tive function is to instantiate the mainstream and maintain the 
Third orld at theoretical arm s length - retrievable as a category 
of conflict, the site of coups and earth uakes,  a site to be avoided. 
The strange and internecine arfare among postcolonial theorists 
conveniently replicates the assumed reality of Third orld chaos, 
hich mainstream theorists often ascribe to the dark continents 

and the back aters of the orld ( hich is here, they might mis- 
takenly think, those  scholars are head uartered). In their adher- 
ence to tried-and-true concepts, discriminating mainstream theo- 
rists give little uarter to the postcolonial. It is as if the purpose of 
mainstream theory is to unify urope and North America at the e - 
pense of the rest of the orld, ho must either get on board or 
fend for themselves. 

But much is lost in such e clusions/appropriations. In partic- 
ular, IR theory loses the opportunity for catachresis, hich could 
be that opportunity for revising the terms of the contestation of 
the names that are given to global practice - the movement of the 
moment. As mainstream theorists pursue the complications of 
their o n ontological limits by piling on levels and categories of in- 
terdependence and comple ity, they are both ackno ledging the 
limitations of their theories and imposing ne  orders of organiza- 
tion upon thinking about the global. One can easily be seduced 
into the logic of comple ity or the logic of agency/ structure brack- 
eting, for e ample, but the danger, of course, is in the possibil- 
ity/likelihood that accommodation becomes appropriation. At a 
loss for apologies for having got the end of the Cold ar rong, 
mainstream theorists might turn their attention a ay from the neat 
divisions bet een superpo ers to the, perhaps e ually neat, divisions 
bet een untingtonian civilizations. In fact, postcolonial thinkers 
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become, in all of this, epistemological enemies, the spokespersons 
of an alien opposition to this  civilization - this civilization being 
the civilization ultimately responsible for having conceived the no- 
tion of globalization. 

I submit that the distinction bet een the postcolonial and the 
postmodern is a conse uence of their development as separate 
fields of in uiry. To be sure, if one understands them as separate 
fields, each informs the other: the marginalized spaces of post- 
structuralist thinking and the third space of postcolonial thinking 
can be thought of as similar spaces.  But the openings that one 
might notice, such as this one, remain ust that: openings, as if the 
t o fields ere from the beginning closed. The need for openings 
returns one to the distinctions that are made to e ist bet een them 
as t o separate fields of thought, re uiring translation of con- 
testable concepts because they proceed under t o headings - t o 
names. But, again, both headings are, ust as mainstream Interna- 
tional Relations is, already split. 

If the divisions that names produce bet een these t o fields, 
hich might other ise be considered to be allies in alterity, are dis- 

tinct, then the chasm that separates postcolonialism and main- 
stream IR theory must be vast. As I near the end of my article, 
I ant to suggest that all these separate fields, including the field of 
globalization theory, should be guided by the same resource, the 
same opportunity: the catachresis of naming. 

Thinking That efies 
Rather Than efines the Moment 

In the ar to name, e engage in service to the discipline  as if 
soldiers on the march. ven as e test the boundaries of thought 
by orking in the interstices of epistemology, our necessary pres- 
ence in the service to our discipline (conference ork, peer revie , 
departmental commitment, and publication in recognized-in-the- 
discipline ournals) attests to our tacit acceptance of our titles - our 
names. If e are industrious in our disciplinary commission, e 
publish or perish, but the needs of the broader public e serve 
ought to out eigh the needs of our disciplinary comrades in arms 
in our particular and narro  halls of academe. Those ho invest 
themselves in the practice of globalization, ho think of hat they 
do as an investment in the sub ects of their economic enterprise, 
might take greater stock in the ider portfolio of the orld s people, 
rather than simply in themselves - or their o n kind.  The result of 
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theoretical ork or economic practice ithin the narro  confines 
of disciplinary possibility has resulted in the adherence to limited 
consideration of one s o n identity. e name ourselves theorists of 
global life (of globalization, postcolonialism, International Rela- 
tions) , but our ork reinforces the importance of the local  of the 
academy or of the enterprise. Such self-imposed limitations are not 
e clusive to those in the mainstream but also apply to anyone con- 
cerned ith theory that proceeds upon the premise of the impor- 
tance, if not the centrality, of the names e give to our ob ect of 
thought.21 But each of us is haunted by the spirit of our o n en- 
terprise. e continually ork to define our identities. Like the 
ne  economists  hose entrepreneurial spirit is so highly prized 

in business, universities, and government, IR theorists must also be- 
come entrepreneurs. And like the ne  economists, the enterprise 
of the theorist is haunted by spirits ho all too often bear the e - 
clusion that discipline demands. 

I submit that, until this moment, theory that has been e clu- 
sive ithin the rules of naming refuses the possibility of catachre- 
sis that might other ise enable the ongoing invention of names 
that do not simply rely on the neologisms of the past. hether 
one is bound by Babelian translation of the proper and common 
nouns of naming or by the tradition of chains of communication 
forged in the reiteration of names that, despite the contestations 
of phantasmic investment, return to rigid designation, both 
processes of naming enable one to continue to refuse the possi- 
bility of catachresis that might other ise enable the invention of 
names that do not simply rely on the neologisms of the past. Cat- 
achresis - thinking bet een the lines, not taking one another at 
their ord (their ord being the terms of discourse, beginning 
ith the names e give to global life) - is the common source of 

all thought. If e theorists ackno ledge the possibilities of think- 
ing catachrestically, of thinking other ise,  e ill be able not 
only to recognize the movement of the identities of people hose 
lives are affected by the often violent effects of the forces of glob- 
alization and postcolonialism, but also our o n identities in that 
same movement. In our thinking of the movement of the mo- 
ment, e can ally ourselves ith those others of the name rather 
than distance ourselves from them in theories that rely for their 
utility on simplicity and effectiveness - as mainstream theorists 
ironically put it, upon their sophistication - all too often at the e - 
clusion of those others of the name. In short, e can identify our- 
selves ith them in a orld hose movement defies, rather than 
defines, the moment. 
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Notes 

My thanks to Richard Ashley and Ro anne oty for our conversations and 
to elly Nelson and Chris Stage for their careful reading of an early draft. 
This article as presented as a paper at the Southern Political Science As- 
sociation Conference, November 8-11, 2000  my particular thanks go to 
fello  panelist ran ois ebri  and discussant Scott Nelson. 

1. There are literally hundreds of orks in both the academic and 
popular literature on globalization. It ould be an e ercise in futility to at- 
tempt to list here even a fe  representative e amples. To the e tent that 
this article even begins to dra  attention to some of them points to the vir- 
tually unavoidable necessity of citation. I ackno ledge my debt not simply 
to individual orks and authors, but more generally to the proliferating 
discourse on globalization. 

2. To paraphrase Jac ues errida, On the Name, trans. Thomas utoit 
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford UP, 1995). 

3. Steven Lukes, among others, calls po er an essentially contested  
concept  see Steven Lukes, Po er: A Radical Vie  (Basingstoke, U : Macmil- 
lan, 197 ). Globalization (or postcolonialism) is no less contested. 

. Simon uring argues that, in the specific instances of Maori and 
Australian Aboriginal e periences, the language of postcolonial theory is, 
uite simply, inappropriate. Postcolonial theory all too often lumps diver- 

sity of e periences into a single postcolonial discourse  see Simon uring, 
Postcolonialism and Globalization,  Mean in 51, no. 2 (1992): 339-353. 
uring seems to suggest that Aboriginal isdom is at least as legitimate as 
uropean or North American isdom. I ould add that, given the ancient 

neologisms of estern theory that are the discursive resources of global 
and postcolonial thought, theorists ould do ell to turn to the ancient 
neologisms of diverse Aboriginal thought (for e ample) as they appear in 
the discursive practice of the lived e perience and cultural e pressions of 
the people for hom postcolonial theorists purport to speak. 

5. See Jac ues errida, The ar of the Other: Otobiography, Transference, 
Translation, ed. Christie V. Mc onald, trans. Peggy amuf (Ne  ork: 
Schocken, 1985). 

. See d in Gentzler, Contemporary Translation Theories (London and 
Ne  ork: Routledge, 1993), pp. 1 3-1 . 

7. errida, note 5, pp. 100-102. 
8. See Jac ues errida, The Other eading: Reflections on Today s u- 

rope, trans. Pascale-Anne Brault and Michael B. Naas (Bloomington: Indi- 
ana UP, 1992). 

9. See Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter: On the iscursive Limits of Se  
(Ne  ork: Routledge, 1993). See also Slavo  izek, The Sublime Ob ect of 
Ideology (London: Verso, 1989). And see Saul ripke, Naming and Necessity 
(Cambridge: arvard UP, 1980). 

10. izek, note 9, p. 72. 
11. Butler, note 9, p. 212. 
12. Ibid., p. 215. 
13. Ibid., p. 221. 
1 . See Pheng Cheah, Spectral Nationality: The Living On ysur-vie  of 

the Postcolonial Nation in Neocolonial Globalization,  boundary 2 2 /3 
(1999): 225-252. See also Jac ues errida, Spectres of Mar ,  Ne  Left 
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Revie  205 (199 ): 31-58. And see Richard Ashley, Sovereignty, auntol- 
ogy, and the Mirror of the orld Political: Some Thoughts Too Long Re- 
Tained,  paper prepared for the Millennium Reflection Panel on Alterna- 
tive and Critical Perspectives, International Studies Association Annual 
Meeting, Los Angeles, March 1 -18, 2000. Ashley s ork ( hich, like 
Cheah s, dra s upon errida s reading of Mar ) is particularly useful for 
its criti ue of the discipline of International Relations. Gordon La er clar- 
ifies some of the comple ities in the related global/national division. See 
his The Movement that are Not Speak its Name: The Return of Left Na- 
tionalism/Internationalism,  Alternatives 2 , No. 1: 1-32. 

15. Merriam ebster s Collegiate ictionary, 10th ed. 
1 . On the cover of the Chronicle of igher ducation 7, no. 8 (2000), 

four professors of the ne  economy  appear as academic champions of 
the entrepreneurial era.  Most of these professors also ork as business 
consultants, reaping economic re ards from their economic insight. 
Steven aplan, of the University of Chicago, says (in typical e-commerce- 
speak, p. Al 3): I m not really interested in doing my o n start-up. I m a 
tenured professor. o  less entrepreneurial can you get  Nor is the idea 
of the entrepreneurial spirit lost on the advertising department of the 
Chronicle: fifteen of the t enty pages of advertising in this issue (75 per- 
cent) reflect technological changes/ advancements  in education, ranging 
from e-learning platforms  to academic retailing.  

17. See Ar un Appadurai, ead Certainty: thnic Violence in the ra 
of Globalization,  Popular Culture 10 (1998): 225-2 7. 

18. omi Bhabha, The Postcolonial and the Postmodern,  in The Lo- 
cation of Culture (London: Routledge, 199 ). 

19. Ibid., p. 188. 
20. At various points in this article, I have referred to the currency of 

IR theory. I have done this consciously as reflective of hat I have also 
been calling the movement of the moment. My idea is something like the 
idea (mistakenly) attributed to eraclitus that one does not step in the 
same river t ice. That is, any IR theory that is current cannot be the same 
te t once it is posited. It is al ays already in motion. Consistent ith the 
title of this article, theory, like the people it serves, hose identities 
change from moment to moment, are al ays in motion. Of course, ho  
theories (or identities) move depends greatly upon the politics of their e - 
pression - a point to hich I shall return later. Unlike the simple (and use- 
less) relativist observation of shifting streams, ho ever, my concern is ith 
the politics of movement. 

21. One could think of the opportunity to open IR theory to identities 
in movement in terms of an analogy: the disciplinary movement to ard in- 
terdisciplinarity. Robertson posits the dilemma of disciplinarity: 

The debate about globality is leading ... to a revamping of the 
matri  of disciplines and perhaps, in the long run, an end to dis- 
ciplinarity as e kno  it. ... uite a number of people ith un- 
avoidable disciplinary badges face a dilemma as to hether to 
leave their disciplinary identification behind them and become 
involved e clusively in hat Bergesen . . . has termed globology  
... or, on the other hand, put much of their intellectual effort 
into spelling out the ays in hich full concern ith the global 
circumstance entails a fundamental challenge to the presuppo- 
sitions of the discipline in hich they are officially  involved. 
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See Robertson s criti ue of riedman s Cultural Identity and Global 
Process in Roland Robertson, Globality, Globalization, and Transdicipli- 
narity,  Theory, Culture, and Society 13, no.  (199 ): 127-132 (at 128)  see 
also Albert Bergesen, rom Utilitarianism to Globology,  in Albert Berge- 
sen, ed., Studies of the Modern orld-System (Ne  ork: Academic, 1980). 
ere again, ho ever, one faces not simply dilemmas over disciplinary al- 

legiance but also the seductions of naming, in this case, hat is discipli- 
nary and hat is interdisciplinary. 
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